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now that we're done here we're done here. we're going to start this right into it. too much effort
sorry. to start a fire okay now these puzzles. over the belt one he now looks other way. I can rock
you back and forth thought I. don't think so yeah it's only just come. find out what we get up here
and do you.

okay so some sound and who ok ok guys so. down very quickly and. here and oh hello interesting so
we got. holy text here so we didn't get a lot of. you're supposed to try and get it. - on ding-ding-ding
it's a key. or right but as soon as you you got make. could have done platform go through this.

so maybe this one one three. hint is definitely a slow filler which. wrong way go back up and there
should be. I would just go off well I'm just gonna. only one dares 316 but you watch do it. actually
okay so that's all for now I'm.

been around I'm not even sure how many. just a minute hello anybody home no such. this now all
you have to do is one of. that's challenging in its own way but. just top there and it's it all is all.
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